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Don’t be fooled because technology was mostly pretty daft until now

http://mashable.com


Exponential technological advances:  we are  a pivot point

• There is not enough runway to ‘wait and see’ 
• There is no way back to an analog society * 
• Technology is seriously faster than politics
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Connectivity
Ethics, Social Contracts, Politics, Laws…

& Technology





“The greatest danger in times of turbulence is not the 
turbulence, itself, but to act with yesterday’s logic”*Peter Drucker

Internet / Online = Cyberspace = 
not Real-Life (aka Meat-Space)

Internet & Connectivity like  
Air, Water or Electricity 
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Digital transformation in every segment of our society…
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Paying with our personal information has become the standard



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/ Not if but…



Warp-drive into the digital future…



Transformation  
to a digital-default society



Analog, Pre-Digital, 
Pre-Social / Mobile / 

Cloud Society 

Runs on 
Oil i.e Fossil Fuels 

& Natural 
Resources

Runs on Data, 
Software, 

Algorithms

A huge economic shift…



Technology: a ‘HellVen’ Future



Both non- / under-connectivity as well as over-connectivity are issues

http://cassiestringer.wordpress.com/2014/03/30/50/



‘Digital Obesity’



A World of Screens. Connected. 
Mobile. Social. Low-cost. 
Intelligent. Networked.

WATCHING US?



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Net Neutrality is crucial but so is the accountability of ‘Big Internet’
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“The value of a network increases exponentially with the number of nodes”

Just like the ‘big oil’ 
business i.e. the fossil 
fuel industries, digital 
networks will need to 

start including 
externalities  

while considering the 
unintended 

consequences

‘Metcalf’s law’



1.Many of us cannot really work without being connected 
2.Many of us depend on connectivity for our livelihood, 

social activities and personal communications 
3.Most of us do not have the technical skills to 

meaningfully protect ourselves against ‘digital abuse’ 

Because most consumers have little choice but to connect anyway



The Internet is NOT a magic wand



Legalisation of what everyone already does…







Via Michael Moriz / Sequioa Capital, via LinkedIn



‘Reason to Buy’ beats ‘Forcing to Pay’ 



“Nothing vast enters the lives of mortals without a curse”



The Internet of Things







Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Big Data, 
Artificial 

Intelligence and The 
Internet of Things / 

IoE will have  
huge impact on 

our lives. Data and 
rights standards 
are paramount!



Digital feudalism: will the biggest server / data win?



Everyone and everything is becoming a source of real-time, deep data





A major challenge for telcos and ‘big Internet’: maintaining 
user privacy versus wanting to ‘collect it all’



Self-regulation, ecosystem-thinking and a LOT more foresight:)



From Big Oil to Big Data: 
unlikely to self-regulate…?



A BP-Deep-Water-Horizon- like data disaster is quite certain…



The right to be forgotten is crucial for our future

• Omniscience is a delusion 
• We need serendipity, accidental 

discovery and mistakes  
• A world without any anonymity 

is… a gigantic computer



“If you don’t pay you are the content”
“Technology is not really about hardware and software 
any more.  It’s really about the mining and use of this 

enormous data to make the world a better place”   
Eric Schmidt, Google’s executive chairman, told an 

audience of MIT students



Connectivity will make a bigger pie for everyone if we can ensure…

•Inclusiveness and digital equality 
•Low cost yet high utility services 
•Open and neutral networks 
•Safeguards against data abuse 
•Prevention of digital obesity  
•To humanize technology not vice versa
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Privacy - it’s a crime …?



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

“All that happens 
must be known”



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Privacy should not be limited to the wealthy…
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Big Data is great - but ‘Big Brother / Big Machine’ is not



The coming hybrid world: humans and machines



Source: The Atlantic.com

Source: economist.com

http://economist.com


Via Pew Research on Facebook



http://www.flickr.com/photos/bobsfever/
7034556759/in/photostream/

“Machines are for answers, humans are for questions”
*Kevin Kelly



“Software is eating the world” *Marc Andreessen



“Software is eating the world” - but it should not eat us



Photo by 900hp - http://flic.kr/p/9MTJpf

Efficiency and convenience should not 
become more  
important than  
humanity

http://flic.kr/p/9MTJpf


Is this still about bettering the human condition?
via http://www.thebaffler.com/salvovia s/the-meme-hustler and  Evgeny Mozorov



it’s no longer about if technology can do something but about why, who, when!
When all of us, anywhere are hyper-connected…



Technology has no ethics  
but human society cannot thrive without them



1. Digital-native content and media licensing provisions, transparent 
pricing and costumer-empowerment as the key objective  

2. Secure, fair and ubiquitous digital networks, platforms and services 
that prevent hyper-marketing, surveillance and other abuse 

3. Global digital rights standards that can be depended upon

A healthy digital society will require:



Awesome, affordable services and empowering not 
enslaving technologies + great people we can trust 
+ social contracts and laws fit for a digital world





Media: don’t design the future based on yesterday’s logic

Summary:

Establish global digital rights standards. Now.

Remember: technology has no ethics-but we should!

Big Data is great - Big Brother is not

Machines are for answers, humans are for questions

Exponential changes: 8 not 5: gradually then suddenly
Technology: less about ‘how’ more about ‘why’



Thanks for your time and attention!


